HealthChoices Advisory Committee Meeting SouthEast Zone
Tuesday, October 20, 2020
10:00 AM – 12:30 PM
Teleconference

Meeting Agenda
10:00am

Welcome & Introductions – Teresa McDonnell
• Teresa McDonnell introduced herself, welcomed and thanked everyone for joining
the meeting today.
• Teresa McDonnell informed everyone to mute themselves that way there will not be
any background noise. Participants that joined by internet audio can mute and
unmute themselves by clicking the microphone icon on the left-hand side at the
bottom of your screen. If calling in via phone participants can press *6 to
mute/unmute themselves.
• Teresa McDonnell reminded everyone that the meeting was being recorded for the
purpose of meeting minutes only. The audio clip and minutes will be posted on
enrollnow.net once they are finalized.
• Teresa McDonnell did roll call for the committee members.
o Roll Call Committee:
• In Attendance: Angie Kritzer (Aetna); Orfelina Payne (CBH); Beverly O’Sullivan
(CCBH); Justin Ramos (Consumer Advocate), Marisol Ramos (Parent/CBO); Joyce
Williams (Health Partners); Jorge Parra (Health Partners); Pat Spires (Keystone
First); Julie Brown (Magellan); Lindsay Wiefling (United HealthCare); Barbara
Huggins (SDHP); Wendy Sanchez-Hernandez (PA EAP);
• Absent: Mary Soler (CBH); Kelly Doyle (CCBH); Durand Delgado (Consumer
Advocate); Roberta McClean (Consumer Advocate); Naomi Ramos (Consumer
Advocate), Joseph Kilpatrick (Consumer Advocate); Michelle Christian (Consumer
Advocate); Logan Stinger (Consumer Advocate); Wendy Sanchez-Hernandez (PA
EAP)

10:04 am

July 2020 Meeting Minutes
o Committee members were given the meeting minutes prior to and no questions or
corrections were noted. Teresa McDonnell made a motion to accept the July 2020
meeting minutes. First motion was given by Marisol Ramos to approve the minutes and
Pat Spires seconded the motion to approve the July meeting minutes.

10:05 am

Enrollment Assistance Program Report – Teresa McDonnell
o Updates – We continue to be fully operational at Pennsylvania Enrollment Services. A
majority of the staff are working remotely with staff in the office as necessary for mail,
and IT support. We are processing all enrollments and plan transfers through the mail,

calls to the call center, and those done through the website. An insert remains in the
new eligible enrollment packets encouraging consumers to enroll online using our
website.
o Data Review – Refer to Report
o 2020 Webinar Series
• Previous Webinars:
▪ Tuesday, August 11, 2020 Opioid Education & Prevention; Presenter: Sean
McCormack, PA Health Promotion Council – Attendees: 52
▪ Tuesday, September 8, 2020 The State of the Opioid Crisis; Presenter: Jason
Snyder, Pinnacle Treatment Centers – Attendees: 78
▪ Tuesday, September 15, 2020 PA EAP The Enrollment Process; Presenter:
Issac Miller – closed webinar just for the MCOs – Attendees: 179
• Upcoming Webinars:
▪ Information for the 2021 Webinar Series to be released by the end of the
year

10:15 am

DHS
o BMCO Report – Nan Mavor
DHS NEWS
o MMIS-(Medicaid Management Information System) is DHS’s step by step
approach to replacing PROMISe system.
▪ With the Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) 2020 project,
DHS will modernize business processes and supporting systems to better
deliver Medical Assistance benefits to over 3 million individuals.
▪ The project will replace the Provider Reimbursement and Operations
Management Information System (PROMISe™).
▪ Groundwork began in 2017. It is currently being developed and tested with a
go live date of July 2022.
▪ The plan is to have the new MMIS 2020 Platform to be modular, enabling the
Commonwealth to update and change the system over time.
▪ The Department is partnering with multiple contractors to build and
implement the system.
▪ For more information please go to the DHS website.
o SDOH referral tool
• The DHS Social Determinants of Health Resource and Referral Tool is being
developed and DHS is taking the lead in the implementation of a system to
be used by entities regulated by the Department and voluntarily adopted by
non-profits, faith-based organizations and healthcare providers throughout
the state.
• Its goal is to be:
▪ A platform for anyone to find information about organizations and services

▪
▪
▪

A system that connects individuals with services and for service providers to
make referrals to other services.
Meant to be a uniform approach to assess an individual’s needs and to make
sure they receive the appropriate services.
A platform for care teams/case managers to work together.

o Be aware of COVID Contact Tracing and Scam Alert
• Here is some information from DOH and the Contact Tracing FAQ page:
▪ Tracing is the process of identifying, notifying, and monitoring anyone who came
in close contact with an individual who tested positive for COVID-19 while they
were infectious. Infectious includes 2 days before onset of symptoms until the
end of the person's isolation period.
▪ Contact tracing is a key strategy for preventing the further spread of infectious
diseases, such as COVID-19.
▪ Close contacts of a case are considered to have been exposed to COVID-19, and
may go on to develop the disease.
▪ Identifying and quarantining close contacts limits their ability to spread disease
should they become infectious and helps to limit community spread.
• What Happens During the Contact Tracing Process?
▪ Contact tracing for COVID-19 typically involves:
▪ Interviewing people with COVID-19 to identify everyone with whom they
had close contact during the time they may have been infectious;
▪ Notifying contacts of their potential exposure;
▪ Referring contacts for testing;
▪ Monitoring contacts for signs and symptoms of COVID-19; and
▪ Connecting contacts with services they might need during the self-quarantine
period.
• All communication related to contact tracing is private and confidential.
▪ To prevent the further spread of disease, COVID-19 contacts are encouraged
to stay home and maintain social distance (at least 6 feet) from others until
14 days after their last exposure to a person with COVID-19.
▪ Contacts should monitor themselves by checking their temperature twice
daily and watching for symptoms of COVID-19.
▪ Learn more about the contact tracing process or read the contact tracing
frequently asked questions.
• A contact tracer may also ask:
▪ For verification of your date of birth, address, and any other phone numbers
you may have; and
▪ If you have already tested positive for COVID-19 they may also ask for the
date and location of where you were tested.
• A contact tracer will NEVER ask you for:
▪ Your social security number, financial or bank account information, or
personal details unrelated to your potential exposure to someone with
COVID-19;

Personal information through SMS/text message or send you to any
website link asking for personal information;
▪ Photographs or videos of any kind, Passwords; or Money or payment.
• A contact tracer will NEVER share your information with any local, state or
federal law enforcement agency. If you would like to verify if the caller does in
fact work in contact tracing, call the PA Department of Health at 1-877-PA
HEALTH to verify.
o Please see more information on the doh.pa.gov coronavirus website.
▪

o COVID Alert PA App
• On September 23, 2020, Pennsylvania launched the COVID Alert PA mobile app - the
latest opportunity for Pennsylvanians to unite to protect against the spread of
COVID-19.
▪ COVID Alert PA is a free, voluntary app available in English and Spanish
through the Apple App Store and Google Play Store.
▪ The app uses Bluetooth technology exposure notification system technology
developed by Apple and Google and will support and expand existing contact
tracing efforts.
▪ If the app detects that you have been in close contact with another user who
has tested positive for COVID-19, you will receive a push notification on your
phone. This is called an exposure alert.
▪ The app does not use GPS, location services, or any movement or
geographical information. It will never collect, transmit, or store
personal information. It is completely anonymous. The goal of the app is
to assist with existing, traditional contact tracing efforts.
▪ The app supplements traditional contact tracing processes by being able to
identify strangers a positive app user may have encountered and help stop
the rapid spread of COVID-19.
▪ If the app detects that you have been in close contact with another user who
has tested positive for COVID-19, you will receive a push notification on your
phone.
▪ This is called an exposure alert.
o MA and SNAP: Overall, enrollment in SNAP and Medicaid is increasing – but not as
dramatically as many expected when this crisis began. However, DHS continues to
anticipate potential surges in applications because of decreased unemployment benefits
and impacts from housing insecurity.
o Health Care Updates
• From February through August, enrollment statewide has increased by 210,576
people for a total enrollment of 3,042,139 -- a 7.4 percent increase.
• DHS COVID-19 PROVIDER RESOURCES // OMAP

Provider Quick Tips #244: MA Eligibility During COVID-19 Emergency
Disaster Declaration Issued: April 17, 2020
o On March 13, 2020, President Trump declared a national emergency due to
COVID-19.
▪ Federal regulations allow for exceptions to normal processing procedures for
Medical Assistance (MA) eligibility in special circumstances such as a
national emergency.
▪ Upon the Governor’s authorization in accordance with the disaster
emergency proclamation, the Secretary of the Department of Human Services
(Department) suspended any MA eligibility determinations associated
regulations outlined in the Pennsylvania Code.
• There are only 4 reasons a member may lose their MA eligibility:
Individuals having MA coverage on March 18, 2020, should retain their MA
eligibility unless
▪ they are no longer a resident of Pennsylvania,
▪ the individual requested their MA benefits be closed,
▪ the individual has passed away or
▪ the individual is incarcerated.
• County Assistance Offices are instructed not to close or decrease Medical
Assistance (MA) benefits during the disaster declaration. As of 09.30.20
there has not been an end date provided for the disaster declaration.
▪ The Office of Medical Assistance Programs (OMAP) is aware of individuals
whose MA eligibility was incorrectly closed. Members whose MA benefits
have terminated on or after March 18, 2020 will have them reinstated. Most
of these corrections have been completed.
▪ OMAP, along with OMHSAS and OLTL, are also working to keep the
individuals continuously enrolled in their same managed care organizations,
during the emergency disaster.
▪

o COVID-19 testing and treatment continues to be covered by both Medicaid and CHIP.
• Just some reminders from OMAP;
▪ Members are not to be charged for the use of any Personal Protective
Equipment by providers or MCOs.
▪ And also, although DHS has received authorization through the 1135 Waiver
to “relax” enrollment requirements during the COVID-19, the MCOs should be
working with the affected members to have them use MA-enrolled, network
providers.
o SNAP :https://www.media.pa.gov/Pages/DHS_details.aspx?newsid=607
• On September 21, 2020, Pennsylvania Department of Human Services (DHS)
Secretary Teresa Miller advised Pennsylvanians of a potential text messaging
scam telling people they are selected to receive assistance through the
Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), formerly known as
food stamps.

Please be aware that DHS and other government agencies do not and
will not solicit participation in SNAP or any other public assistance
programs via text, and Pennsylvanians should not reply or share any
personal information if they are contacted in this manner.
▪ Secretary Miller. “If you receive unsolicited or random calls or text messages
telling you that you qualify for assistance then asking for personal
information, it is most likely a scam. Do not respond, and delete the message
so you do not get caught in an identity theft scam.”
▪ The United States Department of Agriculture publishes information about
potential SNAP scams, but Pennsylvanians should always be aware of the
threat of phishing schemes through unsolicited calls and text messages.
▪ Pennsylvanians who have questions about whether a call, text, letter, or
other communication is legitimate should contact DHS’ Office of Income
Maintenance.
▪ Clients in Philadelphia with questions or who need a paper application
mailed to them should call the Philadelphia Customer Service Center at
215-560-7226. Clients in all other counties can call the Statewide
Customer Service Center at 1-877-395-8930.
o SNAP helps nearly 1.9 million Pennsylvanians by providing assistance each month for
groceries, helping households purchase enough food to avoid going hungry. SNAP is our
country’s most important and most impactful anti-hunger program. For every meal
provided by a Feeding Pennsylvania food bank, SNAP provides nine. While SNAP is
intended to be a supplemental program, during a pandemic and historic unemployment,
resources are strained, particularly for our lowest income Pennsylvanians.
• Applications for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) and other
public assistance programs can be submitted online at www.compass.state.pa.us.
• All Pennsylvanians experiencing financial hardships due to the pandemic, a
lost job, or a change in income are strongly encouraged to apply and see if they
qualify for assistance with food, health care, and other essential needs.
• For more information about food assistance resources for people around
Pennsylvania impacted by COVID-19 and the accompanying economic insecurity,
visit the Department of Agriculture’s food security guide.
• MEDIA CONTACT: Erin James – ra-pwdhspressoffice@pa.gov
▪

o Secretary Miller continues to remind Pennsylvanians that CARES funding can be
received without jeopardizing their TANF, SNAP and MA benefits.
o Office of Long-Term Living (OLTL)
• 09-22-2020 - - The Department of Human Services (DHS) issued updated COVID-19
guidance for personal care homes, assisted living residences, and private
intermediate care facilities covering screening and surveillance testing for residents
and staff, expanding visitation, and circumstances when and how facilities can safely
relax mitigation tactics. The guidance reflects Pennsylvania and facilities’ evolving
knowledge of and experience facing COVID-19 and current best practices to protect

residents and staff of long-term care facilities. Facilities must also continue to follow
all guidance from the Pennsylvania Department of Health and the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention. Guidance will continue to be updated in the future
to account for changes in federal policy and Pennsylvania’s needs.
▪ Screening Testing - Frequency of screening residents and staff of COVID-19
should be determined based on the level of COVID-19 activity in the
community where the long-term care facility (LTCF) is located. If an outbreak
is identified at the facility, universal testing should begin, prioritizing units,
wings, or floors where cases are identified but ideally of all residents and
staff. Recommended testing intervals for residents and staff of LTCFs not
experiencing an outbreak are as follows:
Recommended Testing Intervals for PCHs, ALRs, and ICFs Vary by Community
COVID-19 Activity Level
Level of
Community
COVID-19
Activity

County %
Positivity

Routine Testing
of Asymptomatic
Residents

Routine Testing of
Asymptomatic Staff

LOW

<5%

Not recommended Testing is encouraged of
all staff members every
4-6 weeks

MODERATE

≥5% to <10%

Weekly testing is
encouraged of all
residents with
outside contact in
the last 14 days, if
they have not
otherwise been
tested during that
period.

Testing is encouraged of
all staff that have not
been tested in the past
30 days and repeat
testing every 30 days

SUBSTANTIAL

≥10%

Weekly testing is
encouraged of all
residents with
outside contact in
the last 14-days, if
they have not

Testing is encouraged
of all staff members
once per week

otherwise been
tested during that
period.
LTCFs should monitor the county positivity rate every other week and implement screening
testing recommendations based off their community’s most recent positivity rate.

•

•

Compassionate Care Visiting Policies - Prolonged isolation may significantly affect a
resident’s mental, emotional, and physical health. Facilities must respect residents’ rights
and prioritize their well-being by safely facilitating visitation between residents and loved
ones as a means of Compassionate Care. A Compassionate Care visit may be needed if a
significant change in a resident’s health or emotional well-being is noted. This can include a
change in health status and bereavement due to loss of a loved one, among others.
Residents and their loved ones should work with the LTCF to document circumstances in
which Compassionate Care visits will be necessary. LTCFs must permit visitation by family,
friends, clergy, and others identified by a resident during end-of-life situations.
▪ Compassionate Caregivers should be tested for COVID-19 within a maximum
of seven days prior to beginning duties and must receive a negative test
result before entering the LTCF. Caregivers are subject to the same screening
testing guidance as facility staff.
▪ All visitors must adhere to universal masking protocols and other COVID-19
mitigation efforts like hand washing and sanitizing. LTCFs should diligently
monitor and log identities of all who visit, date and time visited, and contact
information for each visitor if contact tracing becomes necessary.

•

Resuming Communal Activities and Lifting LTCF Restrictions: Restrictions on visitation and
limitations on communal activities like meals have been restricted in LTCFs since the
spring in order to help limit risk of COVID-19 exposure for residents. There is a direct
connection between the level of community spread of COVID-19 and outbreaks in a facility.
If the level of community spread surrounding the LTCF is low enough and a facility has no
active cases or outbreaks, safe visitation should resume. The guidance updates the
previously-issued three step reopening process to clarify timelines facilities should follow
and what is necessary to move between each step and screening processes that should be
implemented for residents who leave the facility.
▪ Facilities must also continue to follow all guidance from the Pennsylvania
Department of Health and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Guidance will continue to be updated in the future to account for changes in
federal policy and Pennsylvania’s needs.
For more information about COVID-19 mitigation guidance for DHS-licensed long-term
care facilities, visit www.dhs.pa.gov.

Direct Care Workers -- 09-08-2020 Department of Human Services Secretary Teresa Miller
announced the distribution of $31.5 million to Pennsylvania direct care workers who have
continued to work through the COVID-19 crisis – making it possible for individuals with
disabilities and older Pennsylvanians to live safely in their homes and near their families.

Funded with state and federal dollars from the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
Act – also known as the CARES Act – this compensation has been distributed as a one-time
payment to more than 16,200 direct care workers in Pennsylvania employed through the
participant-directed employer model. Payments are based on hours worked, and the average
payment is $1,730.
o Children and Youth (Childcare, Childline, WIC, Immunizations, Blood Lead)
• Kinship Care Resource- Pennsylvania Department of Human Services (DHS) Secretary Teresa
Miller and Department of Aging (PDA) Secretary Robert Torres launched
www.kinconnector.org, a resource designed to help kinship care families connect to services
and supports that can help children and their caregivers. Kinship care arrangements help
maintain family bonds and reduce trauma experienced when children cannot be cared for by
their own parents.
• Options for School-Age Child Care - Department of Human Services (DHS) Secretary Teresa
Miller reminded Pennsylvanians of options available to working families of school-age children
who need flexibilities to balance the demands of work, home and school life during a
pandemic. DHS has announced the temporary suspension of some regulatory policies on
school-age childcare, with the goal of providing flexibilities for families who need safe child
care options during traditional school hours for children who are distance learning. For
example, families may create collectives – or learning pods – of other trusted families in their
community who can depend on each other for supervised child care during school hours
without needing a licensed child care certification. Learning pods are specifically designed to
accommodate remote learning under parental supervision shared by multiple families on a
routine basis. Pods can serve a group of no more than 12 of the same school-age children who
may move between various parents’ oversight and homes on remote learning days.
Parent/guardian oversight is key to the definition of a pod.
• Programs/Resources to PA Families With Children – 08-26-2020 Throughout the summer,
PDE worked with partners inside and outside of state government to create resources to help
school leaders make difficult decisions about the return to school, including public health
guidance, instructional model recommendations, and distributing $87.5 million in Governor's
Emergency Education Relief (GEER) Funds. Knowing that schools are more than classrooms,
PDE has also developed resources for aiding in student social and emotional learning, as well
as supporting student and staff wellness. PDE has also provided resources to parents of
children with special needs to help them engage with schools in adapting their children’s
educational plan.
Before the pandemic, Pennsylvania’s public-assistance system administered by the
Department of Human Services (DHS) served approximately 3.3 million people. The numbers
of Pennsylvanians enrolled in safety-net programs like Medicaid and the Supplemental
Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) have steadily increased since March, and DHS
anticipates that trend to continue as economic instability takes hold nationwide.
▪ Division of School Health COVID-19 FAQ’s
▪ Guidance for All Sports Permitted to Operate During the COVID-19 Disaster
Emergency to Ensure the Safety and Health of Employees, Athletes and the Public
▪ Issued June 10, 2020, last updated September 2, 2020

▪
•

https://www.governor.pa.gov/covid-19/#SchoolsandRecreation

Child Care Providers – 08-28-2020 Governor Tom Wolf announced his plan to distribute more
than $117 million in CARES Act funding to 6,893 child care providers across Pennsylvania –
the third of three distributions to sustain an industry that builds healthy foundations for our
children, facilitates employment and economic opportunity for working parents, and is the
keystone for every other aspect of our economy. Earlier this summer, the Wolf Administration
distributed about $104 million in CARES Act funding to child care providers licensed by the
Department of Human Services’ Office of Child Development and Early Learning (OCDEL). As
part of his fall legislative agenda, Gov. Wolf proposed a $250 million investment to further
support child care providers and working families needing child care. This proposal, which
would be funded through remaining CARES Act funds, would support access to school-aged
child care programs for families who need care due to blended or remote learning models,
expand child care options in areas where few providers currently exist, and help providers
serving school-aged children in low-income communities support children by providing grants
to support health and safety updates and infrastructure necessary to ease remote learning in
these settings.

Provider Type

Provider
Count

Funding Per
Provider

Total Funding by
Provider Type

Family Child Care Homes

1,412

$2,100

$2,933,700

Group Child Care Homes

660

$5,600

$3,696,000

School-Aged Only

779

$6,300

$4,888,800

Category 1 Child Care
Centers (serving 8 -26)

410

$6,800

$2,747,200

Category 2 Child Care
Centers (serving 27-38)

420

$11,800

$4,908,800

Category 3 Child Care
Centers (serving 39-49)

421

$15,900

$6,678,000

Category 4 Child Care
Centers (serving 50-62)

423

$19,300

$8,086,700

Category 5 Child Care
Centers (serving 63-77)

415

$22,100

$9,171,500

Category 6 Child Care
Centers (serving 78-93)

409

$28,300

$11,574,700

Category 7 Child Care
Centers (serving 94-113)

401

$30,900

$12,360,000

Category 8 Child Care
404
Centers (serving 114-138)

$41,200

$16,644,800

Category 9 Child Care
402
Centers (serving 139-180)

$43,600

$17,483,600

Category 10 Child Care
337
Centers (serving 181-598)

$48,600

$16,669,800

6,893

$117,843,600

•

WIC - The Pennsylvania Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants and
Children (WIC) pregnant women, mothers, and caregivers of infants and young children
learn about good nutrition to keep themselves and their families healthy. WIC serves
pregnant women, breastfeeding women for up to one year postpartum, women up to six
months postpartum who are not breastfeeding, and infants and children under 5 years old.
WIC is open for business, although some clinics are closed or have limited hours

•

Childline - DHS administers ChildLine, which is a 24/7 hotline available to anyone
concerned for the safety or well-being of a child. To report a concern, call 1-800-932-0313.
Anyone can make a report to ChildLine. Anyone who is not a mandated reporter can make a
report to ChildLine anonymously. DHS is encouraging all Pennsylvanians to learn more
about the signs of potential abuse or neglect and make a report to ChildLine if they suspect
abuse or neglect.

•

Immunizations - The Department of Health (DOH) provides vaccines for specific diseases
that affect infants, children, adolescents and adults. These vaccines are available through
both public and private health care providers. It is important to note that due to the COVID19 pandemic, DOH has temporarily suspended the regulation regarding requirements for
children’s immunization for a two-month period after the beginning of the school year or
the beginning of enrollment in an early childhood education program. As a
recommendation, caregivers should schedule immunization appointments early since
many health care providers may have delays in scheduling and decreased appointment
windows.
Anyone looking to visit a local immunization clinic to receive vaccinations should call 1877-PA-HEALTH (1-877-724-3258) to schedule an appointment.

•

Blood Lead - Lead can be very harmful, especially to young children. The most important
step parents can take is to prevent lead exposure before it occurs.

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Childhood lead poisoning at low levels may make learning difficult, interfere with
growth, harm hearing and delay development.
Childhood lead poisoning at high levels may cause coma, convulsions and even
death.
Lead can be found throughout a child's environment, including:
homes built before 1978 that contain lead-based paint
peeling and cracking paint makes lead dust that can poison children when they
swallow or breathe in the dust
certain water pipes
some consumer products, such as some toys and jewelry
some candies imported from other countries or traditional home remedies
certain jobs and hobbies involve working with lead-based products may cause
parents to bring lead into the home.
The Department of Health provides a toll-free Lead Information Line (1-800-440LEAD) to respond to caller questions and provide electronic materials about lead
poisoning and other environmental hazards.

o Employment
• In May, the Department of Human Services released Operation Recommendations
to Providers and Partners which included the policy the no sanctions associated
with COVID-19 should take place. If a program is closed, participants will remain
enrolled in the program until it reopens.
▪ These guidelines remain in place while the emergency declaration continues.
▪ E&T providers are to accept new electronic referrals, provide remote enrollments
for E&T programming and continue completing remote activities with their
participants
▪ Additionally, referrals will continue to be processed for E&T programs like KEYS,
SNAP 50/50, and Family Works applications for ELECT.
▪ These contracted programs may continue to submit reverse referrals to the CAO’s if
they can perform intake procedures remotely and the individual can participate
remotely.
•

Unemployment
▪ Since March 15, the department has paid more than $25 billion in
unemployment benefits, including:
▪ $4.7 billion from regular Unemployment Compensation (UC)
▪ $15.6 billion from the Federal Pandemic Unemployment Compensation (FPUC)
program (extra $600 per week)
▪ $4.5 billion from the federal Pandemic Unemployment Assistance (PUA)
program
▪ $234 million from the federal Pandemic Emergency Unemployment
Compensation (PEUC) program
▪ $33.8 million from Pennsylvania’s Extended Benefits program
▪ Lost Wages Assistance Program: On Sept. 9, 2020 the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) notified L&I that the last week for Lost Wages

Assistance (LWA) program is Sept. 5, 2020 due to the fund's depletion. This is
not an L&I decision. No additional payments will be allowed after Sept. 5,
2020.
o LWA Program End Q&A
o If I have not yet received payment for my LWA benefits through
September 5th will I still be paid?
Yes, you will still be paid your LWA benefits, as long as funds are still
available through FEMA.
o Will I continue to receive my unemployment benefits?
Yes. Unemployment Compensation (UC) claimants will continue to receive
normal weekly benefits for any benefit programs they are currently eligible
for.
o Why is LWA funding ending?
This decision was made by FEMA. LWA relies on funds administered by
FEMA. L&I cannot provide additional funds without further federal action.
o Can I appeal this decision?
No. Since this decision was made by FEMA and not L&I, claimants cannot
appeal.
o 09/24/2020
o Harrisburg, PA – At the recommendation of state legislators, stakeholders and the U.S.
Department of Labor, Pennsylvania will avoid potentially disrupting people relying on
unemployment compensation by pausing the launch of a new system that will change
how to file for and claim benefits.
• The Unemployment Compensation Benefits Modernization (UC Ben Mod) system
was scheduled to launch this fall. However, the Ben Mod Advisory Committee, which
includes appointees representing all four legislative caucuses, recommended
postponing the launch. With a record volume of UC applicants and several
temporary federal unemployment compensation programs, the committee advised
that now is not the time to change the UC system.
▪ "For the many Pennsylvanians out of work because of COVID-19, the
unemployment compensation system is providing a lifeline and crucial
benefits that claimants need for food and housing during this unprecedented
time," said L&I Secretary Jerry Oleksiak. "While we are prepared to transition
to the new system, with the advice and recommendations from our
communities, businesses, and legislative partners, we have decided to
temporarily hold the launch."
▪ Visit the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry website and Media
page for valuable information regarding unemployment compensation.
o OMHSAS Report – Scott Ashenfelter
o OMHSAS continues to telework at least through the end of the calendar year.
• We have resumed our annual licensing surveys. We are going on site to conduct our
annual surveys but we also continue to use a hybrid method for the many of our

•
•

•
•

•
•

reviews. We are trying to gather information (P&P, staff rosters, training,
supervision records to review prior to our visit) and if able, we also do record/chart
reviews virtually. Then we may just need to go on-site for a walk through of the
agency. Exit conferences may be done on-line to allow more individuals to
participate rather than crowding into a room.
If there are confirmed or suspected cases of COVID, we discuss and will make the
decision to conduct the entire review virtually. If for some reason, we are unable to
complete the review, we will go on-site after the quarantine period to complete.
We have continued to work hard to process our Intensive Behavioral Health Services
(IBHS) licenses. All providers are supposed to be licensed within one year of the
promulgation of the regulations which will be October 19, 2020. As of my count this
AM, we have issued 183 licenses with a total of 264 sites statewide. Those providers
are at various points in terms of PROMISe enrollment and credentialing. OMHSAS
continues to meet regularly with the BHMCOs to discuss issues related to the
transition to IBHS.
The Governor’s extension of the disaster emergency declaration on 8/31/20 allowed
the current telehealth expansions to remain in effect for an additional 90 days
Telehealth Survey results for both the Individual/Family and Direct Service
Behavioral Health Practitioners surveys are completed and will be available on a
public website in dashboard format along with a statewide summary of survey
results (pending DHS signoff)
Telehealth Steering committee has been actively meeting and will be wrapping up in
October with final recommendations to OMHSAS.
OMHSAS will work to have draft long-term telehealth policy (updating OMHSAS-2002) starting through internal review processes by the end of October.

o MATP Report – Daphne Simeonoff
• Over the last year, MATP has had many challenges related to the COVID 19 crisis. In
March, Providers began providing transportation predominantly to life sustaining
treatments in the effort to protect riders and staff. DHS issued guidance to providers
which outlined recommended protocol for screening and safety measures for
provision of services. DHS also raised mileage reimbursement rates during the
state-wide emergency
• Transportation services have been increasing. Programs continue to screen riders,
practice social distancing and follow DHS and CDC recommendations.
• The Departments of Human Services, Transportation and Aging in accordance with
Act 19 of 2019, issued the Medical Assistance Transportation Program (MATP)
Legislative Analysis on December 28, 2019 as a result of the requirements of Act 40
of 2018 to solicit a statewide or regional brokerage model for the MATP. The
Administration now believes that a statewide brokerage model may not be the best
solution for the MATP and the broader Human Services Transportation system or to
meet the needs of the Pennsylvanians who use these systems. Instead, we have
committed to exploring options for improving the administration and service

•

11:00 am

delivery of the MATP. More specifically, representatives from across different DHS
agencies as well as external stakeholders
We are planning to hold listening sessions this fall to give consumers, county MATP
agencies and stakeholders the opportunity to express concerns and/success stories
of the MATP.

Regional Report – Barbara Huggins
o SDHP - Regional Housing Coordinator Update; Self Determination Housing of
Pennsylvania
o Monthly SDHP Newsletter – Sign up at Facebook our page:
https://www.facebook.com/SelfDetHousingofPA
o 811 – Project-Based Rental Assistance (Unit-based)
▪ Questions can be sent to 811@sdhp.org
▪ Connect with your County Local Lead Agency: (Note: the counties that have 811
Units are noted with **) https://www.phfa.org/forms/local_lead_agencies/dhslocal-lead-agencies.pdf
▪ Eligibility
o Age 18-61
o Person with a disability
o Enrolled or Eligible for Medicaid
o Eligible for Long Term Services & Supports (LTSS)
o Gross Income at or below 30% Area Median Income (AMI)
o Cannot have a criminal history that includes being a Registered Lifetime
Sex offender or includes a conviction of methamphetamine possession or
production.
•

SDHP Trainings - Calendar website: https://www.sdhp.org/training-calendar/
▪ PREP – Prepared Renters Education Program
October Training Series (All take place 12-1pm):
o PREP 3: Maintaining Housing – October 22nd
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_zff1uu0XQ6KyyOnsp588xg
November Training Series (All take place 12-1pm):
o PREP 1: Finding Housing – November 5th
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_p8SLElioQ66UdZPMZqM8Q
o PREP 2: Obtaining Housing – November 12th
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_AlY51-tzTIC_0cp6TwBojw
o PREP 3: Maintaining Housing – November 19th
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_maZhLgOlTROrqgS7mrc6NA

•
•
•

October 26th / 12-1pm : Navigating Income-Based Housing Options Webinar:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_9x1M7pyVScKIYihAVET7PQ
October 29th / 12-1pm: Eviction Prevention and Processes:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Xr_Ml1cjSLqnsJNoCJc78Q
November 23rd / 10-11am): Eviction Prevention and Processes:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_ybutygfDTC2h8lbVOAGRPA

Helpful Resources
• 811 Mainstream Vouchers - Check with your County Housing Authority
o Eligbility: Eligible population. Mainstream Vouchers (also formerly known as
Mainstream 5- Year Vouchers or Section 811 Vouchers) are tenant-based vouchers
that serve a special population of households. All Mainstream Vouchers will
now serve households that include a non-elderly person(s) with disabilities,
defined as any family that includes a person with disabilities who is at least
18 years old and not yet 62 years old at the effective date of the initial
Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) Contract, (i.e., the effective date of the New
Admission [action code =1] on the form HUD-50058 (or form HUD-50058 MTW).
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/PIH/documents/Mainstream_PIH-2020-01.pdf
o

HUD List of Counties who are participating with Mainstream Vouchers (PA starts
on page 14)
https://www.hud.gov/sites/dfiles/PIH/documents/Mainstream%20Awards_All
%20Years.pdf

•

PA Utilities Commission: Energy Assistance Programs
o First – Contact your Utility Companies!
o 2nd:
http://www.puc.state.pa.us/consumer_info/electricity/energy_assistance_pro
grams.aspx

•

Eviction Moratorium & Cares Funding
o Governor Wolf extended CARES funding until November 4th - COVID ReliefMortgage and Rental Assistance Grant Program
o You can find your county PA CARES lead agency at PHFA:
(https://www.phfa.org/pacares/)
• Renters: https://www.phfa.org/pacares/rent.aspx
• Mortgages: https://www.phfa.org/pacares/mortgage.aspx
o

CDC Guidance: Extended to December 31st
• CDC Declaration: https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/covideviction-declaration.html
• Webinar: https://housingalliancepa.org/webinar-cdc-eviction-moratoriumguidance/
• Website: https://nlihc.org/national-eviction-moratorium

11:15 am

Social Determinants of Health (SDOH) -- Physical Health/Behavioral Health Manage
Care Organization (MCO) Review of their SDOH Health & Wellness Initiatives.
o Aetna Better Health Plan – Angie Kritzer

o Health Partners Plans – Kristin Beck

o Keystone First – Mairead McInerney, Pat Spires
• In terms of where Keystone first is we wanted to take the approach of really
recognizing that with social determinants of health and this pandemic that we've been
in and continue to be in this recognition of the structural inequality, including racism.
So really looking at social determinants of health from those the determinants of health
as well as the health equity perspective.
• In looking at our organizational approach to social determinants of health and as we
approach the pandemic we certainly had a recognition of how do we give our members
an equitable opportunity to obtain better health outcomes. In doing so, as Kristen
mentioned really recognizing the impact of trauma and recognizing the impact of
tolerable stress and toxic stress and the impact that adverse childhood experiences can
have.
• With that said, one of the quotes that really sort of stood out for us as we were pivoting
to develop a strategic response that would work well was “recognizing that the trauma
on health and patient engagement is a critical step that health organizations can take in
pursuit of achieving better health outcomes” from the center of healthcare strategies.
This was sort of our Pinnacle for us in. How could we manage through the crisis with
the programs that we already had established and in-play? Within Keystone first and
as we look to see what additional partnerships we could build together to really build
the capacity of the members that we're serving. Kristin did a really nice job of laying
up that typical profile of members that many of us are caring for within our, our
managed care organizations. We really looked at it from a data driven data driven
approach for us of how could we holistically support members with their behavioral
health or economic resources. We also looked at it through the lens of antidiscrimination and bias practices.

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

To make sure that we have an action oriented and equitable approach we use an
internal algorithm to further utilize data, we already had on SDoH through HR and
surveys and assessments, as mentioned by the other MCOs but also to look at things
such as zip code geographic area social vulnerability index potential risk for Covid-19
and really use that approach to lay out a stratification model to keep our associates safe
as they were not able to be seen on the street but to pivot to make those person center
telephone calls to really support members. So to do that we were making sure that
among education around Covid-19 that we were also using it as an opportunity to close
the loop on SDoH needs. To re-screen for SDoH that might be currently a process,
confirm additional things such as oriol and education on care gaps and really use as an
opportunity to minimize concerns of lack of access.
The other key part here again, as we mentioned with the recognition. Of trauma was
the importance of resilience. So how could we use connection which is such an
important factor when considering resilience to really build up those households that
we're reaching out to collaborate with them better understand their needs as a
household and ways that we could support them through this trying time. Through
those outreach calls that we made. We were successful in reaching 62% of the
Keystone first membership.
We were using an approach, as mentioned that had a stratification of known SDOH
identified as you age and an opportunity to screen for SDOH and with that said we had
62% of members that we were able to reach and by Members, I mean at the household
level.
We were able to complete an additional 4,670 social determinants of health
assessments during these calls that started in mid-March. And we were able to, as I
said, use those opportunities to really assist members at the local level with finding
additional resources through 211, Aunt Bertha, local resources. And again, having
CHN’s, CHW's who know the communities. Well, being able to provide that information
to the member at a point in time contact
The other thing we did here was leveraging the skills of our bilingual associate to make
sure that for homes that were Arabic speaking or Spanish speaking as an example.
That the CHW's who placed those calls were speaking the household preferred
language. So again, we could maintain that trust during such an uncertain time
Of the calls that were made the successful calls have indicated that the top reported
needs or around food utility assistance and work for support.
So I think that that's not surprising to those of us on this call. We initially had
implemented. A supplement beyond our current manna, and Mom's meal but to offer
Covid-19 meals to Members who had tested positive for Covid-19 by being able to issue
this benefit during the time, we were able to support members in their self-isolation
and support for healthy nutritious meals as they were working on their recovery.
Additionally, education around as mentioned that cares act funding, assisting with
applications for housing, assisting with local agencies for clothing and diapers and
additional coordination of our support really using creativity and the programs that we
have established to consider ways to flip to drive through baby showers and drive
through diaper drives rather than our traditional way of getting together in the
community and being face to face.

•

•

•

•

•

•

Additionally, in these calls we've proven to see effective services and members,
following up with behavioral health and physical health appointments as well as an
increase in connection to their Telehealth and minimizing triggers that would have
rather been negative
Potentially for additional trauma. So being able to increase this capacity of a face to face
support education on the health plan benefits and programs that are available. We do
very much believe that we've been able to minimize a negative risk for triggers by
creating these additional protective factors.
Again, our goal here is that increased engagement motivation participation with the
households and members. And it continued focus on access to testing and care as we do
approach flu season, again, an impact of racism in public health and then continue need
for creative community partnerships as Kristen mentioned with housing smart.
The other thing as far as the trauma and the resilience. Currently, we have an educator
that has been providing education at our, our monthly grand rounds to our all of our
nurse case managers. So that we have a better idea of what you know of how to assist
our members in coping and reaching out for services so that has been a real benefit for
even our case managers, just to have a better understanding of where our members are
coming from and how to engage them how to assist them.
With this current trauma that's going on with really all of us and to better identify the
trauma in their own lives and help them cope with. You know what is going on with
the whole pandemic situation. So I thought that that was really important. We also
distributed Covid kits too many of our members, which include oximeters
thermometers, hand sanitizers, a hand sanitizer, you know, to some of our members
and they were they were sent out to a certain population of our membership so that
you know there, there's a few things that like Maria said about them; the amount of
meals, the Covid meals. We were all we have also working just like Health Partners
Plans said stating we're currently working with RHD to help house a handful of our
members that you know have substance use disorders, but not all or utilize the
emergency room for their health care. So that's been a real positive resource in this
time. It's a small population, but nonetheless it is a population. And I think currently. I
think we have nine members of Keystone first currently house and I think about the
same amount without partners plans. So there's a lot going on.
You know with our organization, our rapid response care coordinators are constantly
outreach into our members. If we find out if a member is Covid positive, we are out
reaching to them, providing any support or any services that we can provide to them at
this time.
▪

▪

Question One: (Nan): What was the timeframe for phone calls made during
SDoH?
Response: (Mairead): The phone calls started March 23, 2020 and the data I just
provided was through September 30, 2020
Question Two: (Nan): Could you tell me again what you said were the top three
needs/areas of concern you are seeing?
Response: (Mairead): The top three concerns were food, utilities support in
terms of being able to manage their finances with utilities and then workforce

supports for members who had lost positions or those within their household had
lost positions.
o United HealthCare Community Plan – Sarah Glasheen

o Community Behavioral Health – Orfelina Payne

▪

Question One: (Nan): The warm line you just mentioned is it just for resources
or does it include crisis type intervention as well?
Response: (Orfelina): So the warm line is available for anyone to call. We haven’t
specified what it is for. It just turned out to be that way once COVID hit the
Philadelphia area hard. We do get crisis calls on that line and have therapists
readily available to speak to members. We also work closely with the mobile unit
in Philadelphia so we’re able to do warm transfer where needed.

o Community Care Behavioral Health – Beth Pickering

o Magellan Behavioral Health – Julie Brown

12:15pm

MCO Initiatives, Updates & Upcoming Events
Agenda Item tabled due to the length of time for the meeting. Plans asked to submit
updates to be included in the minutes for attendees.
o Aetna Better Health Plan
o Health Partners Plans – Jorge Parra
• HPP continues to monitor the landscape due to Covid 19, for updates and schedule
of upcoming events please refer to our website
https://www.healthpartnersplans.com/health-and-wellness/wellness-partners
with the most current information on events and activities.
o Keystone First – Pat Spires
o United HealthCare Community Plan– Lindsay Wiefling
o Community Behavioral Health - Orfelina Payne
o Community Care Behavioral Health – Beverly O’Sullivan
o Magellan Behavioral Health – Julie Brown
• Magellan’s MY LIFE meetings Flyer:
https://www.magellanofpa.com/media/6034/virtual-my-life-pa.pdf
• MY LIFE is a fun and inspiring group for youth between the ages of 13 and 23 who
have experience with mental health, substance use, foster care, and or other
challenges. This is a free interactive online event featuring inspirational speakers,
fun activities, and information on a variety of topics important to youth. Email: Emily
Ferris for registration information EFerris@magellanhealth.com
• MY LIFE is held on the 3rd Tuesday of each month from 4:00 – 5:00 PM
• Meeting dates for 2020:
▪ October 20, 2020: Autumn Crafts
▪ November 17, 2020: Grateful Gourds and Thankful Turkeys
▪ December 15, 2020: Winter Celebration!
•

For all recent provider communications, including provider announcements related
to COVID-19, go here.

Community Based Organization Updates & Upcoming Events
Agenda Item tabled due to the length of time for the meeting. Committee Members and
Attendees from Community Based Organizations asked to submit updates to be included in
the minutes for attendees.

Consumer & Family Feedback/Open Discussion
Agenda Item tabled due to the length of time for the meeting. Committee Members and
Attendees asked to submit feedback to be included in the minutes for attendees.

12:30 pm

Adjourn
o A survey link will be sent to you after the meeting from survey monkey, please take
some time to complete the survey, your feedback is very important to us.
Total Number of Attendees: 33

Committee Meeting minutes and presentations available at www.enrollnow.net

Next Meeting: Tentative based on COVID-19 and Governor’s mandates at the time
HealthChoices Advisory Committee Meeting - SouthEast Zone
Date, Time, Location: Tuesday, April 20, 2021
10:00am – 12:30pm
12:30pm – 1:00pm (Lunch & Networking)
Willow Grove Giant Food Store Community Room
315 York Road
Willow Grove, PA 19090

